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WHY MUST TO COME TO “THE NEW WAY FOR PHYSICS”?  
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To help ladies and gentlemen more easily visualize the status of "Physics Castle" was 

built more than 350 years which seeing from the view point of the NWP, the author boldly 

present the sketch of that "castle". According to which, “the foundation" of it includes: 

Galileo's ideas about self-inertia, inertial frame of reference (IFR), the principle of relativity 

and the miscellaneous mix of the thought of mechanical materialism and metaphysical 

idealism. On that basis, "Physics Castle" is located in the middle of the page that corresponds 

to the theory of Newton, Maxwell, Einstein, quantum mechanics, etc. .; the "pillars" support 

for "Castle" are not "tilt" are arranged on the right and "is leaned" temporary on main 

"foundation" has been said above; the "fiber cable" to "bracing" for "the towers not 

collapsed" are arranged offset to the left and connect with... GOD dominating at the top of 

page - an inevitable outcome; Buddhist thought is lurking somewhere? - Is described by a 

cloud drifting lurch ... 

On the first floor, mechanics of Mr. Newton is formed, but to save the unstableness 

due to "inertial frame of reference" - a virtual entity - triggers, he insert space, absolute time, 

and the relative principle into to do "pillar ". Also on this floor, Maxwell built 

electrodynamics very successful but still must rely on the "pillars" - hypothetical ether - just 

could "stay". 

On the second floor, at first, Einstein built special theory of relativity by the "prop" 

add a "brick" (c = const), but to avoid the "tilt", he used to add a "pillar" 4-spacetime. 

Simultaneously with Einstein, Bohr and others has set up the (classical) quantum mechanics 

but by the another way is "propping" extra the "quantum effects" - Planck's constant (h = 

const). However, to maintain the tower, now can not use the "pillar" anymore but must to use 

other "technology" that is "hang cable" - a such "cable" main is quantized the orbit is formed 

- for electrons in atom allowed having the stop orbits, absolutely not radiate the energy (?). 

But nobody knew where can "to hang" it, now? The answer is probably the unique: it is 

"God"! That's why God appeared in sketches with a shape of large cloud at the top ... 

On the third floor, on the one hand, by "prop" add a "brick" equivalence principle (m 

= M), Einstein created general relativity but still forced to use "prop" Riemann tensor, on the 

other hand, Schrodinger, Heidelberg, and many next others, thanks to the new "cable 

technology" advanced than, gradually has build up the quantum field theory with a number of 

"cable" significantly increased: wave-particles duality, virtual particles, symmetric, 

normalized operation, quantum vacuum, etc.. An unmatched pair of "apartments" placing on 

the same floor leading to the shifty EPR paradox at a past interval with the win of those who 

are "on the side" of almighty God, of course! 

Both Einstein and his opponents together have ambitions to build the third floor: 

unified theory of all interactions. However, because Einstein persevere perspective: "God 

does not play dice" should only with the n-dimensional space-time as Kaluza-Klein's way, 

Einstein had to "go away to eternity" but unfinished in solitude. This fourth floor, had to give 

for posterity: Freedman, Glashow, Salam, Weinberg, Hawking, etc.. They were limited only 
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to a "pillar": n-dimensional spacetime due to the method used "pillar" was outdated so 

switched entirely to a technology of the modern "hang cable" with a point holding cables is 

absolutely firmly: almighty God. The "cables" are now reaching record numbers: super 

symmetry, renormalization, inflation, dark matter, dark energy, virtual matter, virtual time, 

etc..., and so on, unspeakable! (Excuse me for sketch not being nice by an "artist" treated as 

second fiddle "half of the season"!)  

The problem is why can not build a new tower when to know that its foundation is not 

solid enough, have landslides? (The evidence is there are too many support pillars and 

cables). And in general perhaps, judging from the perspective of the methodology, in the case 

of "the amount of money patching tattoo bigger than sum to buy it", should ruin it and 

reconstruct the castle on an another foundation has been reinforced by a methodological way, 

right? Or, at least, the first choice must to make is strengthen the foundation before you build 

or to repair the tower floor to release the "pillars" as well as "cables" caused loss "urban 

landscape" and, of course, not so stable if you want to continue to build more high. 


